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 You exceeded all 
expectations and 
they were indeed 
high. Our audience 
just loved your 
expertise and your 
advice.
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Customizable Speaking Topics
Refine your LinkedIn message; 
communicate your personal brand
Using active narrative and effective gestures, make 
your presence and brand known to those with whom 
you have contact.

Reinforce your recruiter brand: what      
you must be doing now on LinkedIn
Designed for recruiters and HR management, how to 
make yourself and your company look more attractive 
to employable candidates. 

Legally LinkedIn: what lawyers need       
to know
Most attorneys do not effectively market themselves   
or the firm. Learn numerous ways to leverage LinkedIn 
to do so, within the bounds of ethical practice. 

Bio
Marc W. Halpert’s third concurrent business called “connect 
2collaborate,” spreads his LinkedIn and networking message 
nationwide, teaching how to enhance your personal brand 
and position it to the professional market and powerful 
networking community. He is based in the NYC metro area. 

His upcoming book--to be published by the American Bar 
Association--is titled LinkedIn Marketing Strategies for Law 
and Professional Practices--and is due in first quarter 2017. 

As heard / seen in:

Offerings and rates; ask for custom-developed sessions

90-minute workshop 
Ideal for Linkedin re-training 
in small groups; covers why 

and how to self-brand

Price upon request

Keynote address 
Customizable topic to suit 
your attendees’ needs and 

conference theme

Price upon request

3-hour training session  
In-depth departmental 

training (sales, HR, c-suite) to 
tie personal message to firm

Price upon request

“ “LinkedIn Evangelist, author, speaker, 
trainer to business firms, associations, 

industry groups and nonprofits

Every weekday, 
my LinkedIn Blog

linkedin.com/marchalpert

Using LinkedIn effectively to market your 
CPA practice
Accountants need to differentiate themselves and their 
firm to best demonstrate their expertise. Using 
LinkedIn well allows a clearer view of your unique 
offerings by the prospect’s CXO.
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